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2-Point Rubric—Short Response 

Score Response Features 

2 Point The features of a 2-point response are 

• Valid inferences and/or claims from the text where required by the prompt 
• Evidence of analysis of the text where required by the prompt 
• Relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text to 

develop response according to the requirements of the prompt 
• Sufficient number of facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information 

from the text as required by the prompt 
• Complete sentences where errors do not impact readability 

1 Point The features of a 1-point response are 

• A mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text as required by the prompt 
• Some relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the 

text to develop response according to the requirements of the prompt 
• Incomplete sentences or bullets 

0 Point* The features of a 0-point response are 

• A response that does not address any of the requirements of the prompt or is totally 
inaccurate 

• A response that is not written in English 
• A response that is unintelligible or indecipherable 

•	 If the prompt requires two texts and the student only references one text, the response can be scored no 
higher than a 1. 
* Condition Code A is applied whenever a student who is present for a test session leaves an entire 

constructed-response question in that session completely blank (no response attempted). 
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New York State Grades 4–5 Writing Evaluation Rubric
	

CRITERIA CCLS 
SCORE 

4 
Essays at this level: 

3 
Essays at this level: 

2 
Essays at this level: 

1 
Essays at this level: 

0* 
Essays at this level: 

CONTENT AND ANALYSIS: —clearly introduce a topic —clearly introduce a topic in —introduce a topic in —introduce a topic in a —demonstrate a lack of 
the extent to which the essay in a manner that follows a manner that follows from a manner that follows manner that does not comprehension of the 
conveys ideas and information 
clearly and accurately in order to W.2 logically from the task and 

purpose 
the task and purpose generally from the task and 

purpose 
logically follow from the 
task and purpose 

text(s) or task 

support analysis of topics or text R.1–9 —demonstrate insightful 
comprehension and analysis 
of the text(s) 

—demonstrate grade-
appropriate comprehension 
and analysis of the text(s) 

—demonstrate a literal 
comprehension of the 
text(s) 

—demonstrate little 
understanding of the text(s) 

COMMAND OF EVIDENCE: —develop the topic with —develop the topic with —partially develop the topic —demonstrate an attempt —provide no evidence or 
the extent to which the essay relevant, well-chosen relevant facts, definitions, of the essay with the use to use evidence, but only provide evidence that is 
presents evidence from the facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other of some textual evidence, develop ideas with minimal, completely irrelevant 
provided text to support analysis details, quotations, or other information and examples some of which may be occasional evidence which 
and reflection W.2 

R.1–8 
information and examples 
from the text(s) 

—sustain the use of varied, 
relevant evidence 

from the text(s) 

—sustain the use of relevant 
evidence, with some lack of 
variety 

irrelevant 

—use relevant evidence 
with inconsistency 

is generally invalid or 
irrelevant 

COHERENCE, ORGANIZATION, AND —exhibit clear, purposeful —exhibit clear organization —exhibit some attempt at —exhibit little attempt at —exhibit no evidence of 
STYLE: organization organization organization, or attempts organization 
the extent to which the essay to organize are irrelevant to 
logically organizes complex ideas, the task 
concepts, and information using 
formal style and precise language 

W.2 

—skillfully link ideas using 
grade-appropriate words 
and phrases 

—link ideas using grade-
appropriate words and 
phrases 

—inconsistently link ideas 
using words and phrases 

—lack the use of linking 
words and phrases 

—exhibit no use of linking 
words and phrases 

L.3 —use grade-appropriate, —use grade-appropriate —inconsistently use —use language that is —use language that is 
L.6 stylistically sophisticated  precise language and appropriate language and imprecise or inappropriate predominantly incoherent 

language and domain- domain-specific vocabulary domain-specific vocabulary for the text(s) and task or copied directly from the 
specific vocabulary text(s) 

—provide a concluding —provide a concluding —provide a concluding —provide a concluding —do not provide a 
statement that follows statement that follows from statement that follows statement that is illogical or concluding statement 
clearly from the topic and the topic and information generally from the topic and unrelated to the topic and 
information presented presented information presented information presented 

CONTROL OF CONVENTIONS: —demonstrate grade- —demonstrate grade- —demonstrate emerging —demonstrate a lack of —are minimal, making 
the extent to which the essay W.2 appropriate command of appropriate command of command of conventions, command of conventions, assessment of conventions 
demonstrates command of the 
conventions of standard English L.1 conventions, with few errors conventions, with occasional 

errors that do not hinder 
with some errors that may 
hinder comprehension 

with frequent errors that 
hinder comprehension 

unreliable 

grammar, usage, capitalization, L.2 comprehension 
punctuation, and spelling 

• If the prompt requires two texts and the student only references one text, the response can be scored no higher than a 2. 
• If the student writes only a personal response and makes no reference to the text(s), the response can be scored no higher than a 1. 
• Responses totally unrelated to the topic, illegible, or incoherent should be given a 0. 
• A response totally copied from the text(s) with no original student writing should be scored a 0. 

* Condition Code A is applied whenever a student who is present for a test session leaves an entire constructed-response question in that session completely blank (no response attempted). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
25 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
Emily says that she and her friends are “glowing and buzzing with anticipation” because they are excited to go to 
the motion picture. They have never been to one before, and Charlie tells them all about it. In paragraph 2, Emily 
states, “Charlie does most of the talking, telling us about the things we’ll see. He’s been a couple times already, 
and since Rose and I are first timers, we nod our heads, nibble cookies, and listen.” Listening to Charlie and his 
enthusiasm “captures us like lightning bugs.” 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
25 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why Emily says that she and her friends are 
“glowing and buzzing with anticipation” in paragraph 2 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (because her 
friends are exsited about going to see the motion pictues.). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete 
details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Are we really going to see singing, danceing and 
action all at once?” and “Just wait until you see!). This response includes complete sentences where errors do 
not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2 Additional
 
25 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why Emily says that she and her friends are 
“glowing and buzzing with anticipation” in paragraph 2 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (because of 
Charlie’s excitement). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as 
required by the prompt (“Charlie’s excitement catches us like bugs.” and “It’s hard to imagine so many exciting 
things.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
25 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why Emily says that she and her friends are 
“glowing and buzzing with anticipation” in paragraph 2 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (she excited to see 
the Play). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by 
the prompt (“Just wait untill you see” and “charile’s excitement capture us”). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 4
 
25 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why Emily says that she and her friends are 
“glowing and buzzing with anticipation” in paragraph 2 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (because they 
are hyped up and excited for th motion picture); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from 
the text for support (“It’s hard to imagine so manyexciting things at the same time”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 5 Additional
 
25 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why Emily says that she and her friends are 
“glowing and buzzing with anticipation” in paragraph 2 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” [because fireflies 
(AKA Lightning Bugs) in real life buzz and glow when there is danger or something exciting going on. And 
ther WAS something exciting going on. Also it was their first time]; however, the response does not provide two 
concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 6
 
25 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Charlie’s exctement captuerss us 
like liting bugs.”). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain why Emily says that 
she and her friends are “glowing and buzzing with anticipation” in paragraph 2 of “Excerpt from Wheels of 
Change.” This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 7
 
25 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt, and is inaccurate (Emily say that she and 
her friends are “glowing and buzzing with andicipation”. Emily and her friends say that because they saw a bug 
that glows and it was buzzing.one deatil is that “Before I know it, we pull in front for a store on seventh street.
another deatil is that “Chaile does a lot of talking about us telling what we will see. I can infer that they had a 
nice time). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 8 Additional
 
25 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt, and is inaccurate (She sed that because 
they are having a good day and they love watch live dance). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
26 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
Paragraphs 12 through 17 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” support the theme that things aren’t always as they 
seem. In paragraph 14, Emily is curious about and amazed by the piano player and assumes that the piano player is 
a man: “I can’t take my eyes off the piano player. In the dark it’s hard to see what he looks like.” In paragraphs 16 
and 17, Emily is shocked and astonished when she sees that the piano player is actually a woman: “My mouth falls 
open and I can’t stop staring at what I see. A woman.” 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
26 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is supported by paragraphs 12 
through 17 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (the things people do can have a big impact on people). The 
response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt 
(“the piano music makes me want to dance, soar, and fly.” and “His music makes the crowd laugh, cry, shout, 
and swoon”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2 Additional
 
26 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is supported by paragraphs 12 
through 17 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (music can do many things to you). The response provides a 
sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“but the piano music 
makes me want to dance, soar, and fly.” and “His music makes the crowd laugh, cry, shout, and swoon, at just 
the right moments.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
26 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is supported by paragraphs 12 
through 17 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (music is good to hear). The response provides a sufficient 
number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (Emily likes the music so much, 
it make her want to dance, soar, and fly and the music makes the crowd laugh, cry, shout and swoon, at just the 
right moments). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 4
 
26 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is supported by paragraphs 12 
through 17 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (anybody can be good at something without it depending on 
gender); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (My mouth falls open 
i cant stop staring at what i see a woman). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 5 Additional
 
26 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is supported by paragraphs 12 
through 17 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (music is more powfull then action); however, the response 
does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 6
 
26 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (it was a girl playing the piano). The 
response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is supported by paragraphs 12 
through 17 of “Excerpt from Wheels of Change.” This response includes complete sentences where errors do 
not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 7
 
26 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (the theme sopported by paragraph 12 
through 17 is when a women was playing piano. this girl named emily lives in washington D.C, in 1908. she has 
been invited by her friends to see her first motion picture. In 1908). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 8 Additional
 
26 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (that rose is excited to see the people play 
and the music was her faverite because she would know everything because of the music and how she will hear 
it and she would know what’s going on without even looking on stage). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
27 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
Rose is affected in a bigger way than Charlie by the piano music. Charlie says he is “so caught up in the action” 
that he “didn’t pay attention” to the music. For Rose, the music was much more important to the motion picture 
experience. She “loved the song and dance parts” that matched the pictures with the music and made both more 
enjoyable. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
27 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how Rose’s and Charlie’s reactions to the piano 
music are different in “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (Rose was loving the Piano while Charlie didn’t care 
because he was into the action). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for 
support as required by the prompt (Rose said she loved the song and dance Parts and Charlie said he wasn’t 
paying attention to the music just the action). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not 
impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2 Additional
 
27 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how Rose’s and Charlie’s reactions to the piano 
music are different in “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (Rose likes the music and Charlie likes the action).
The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (Rose says she likes the song and dance parts and charlie saidhe was so caught up with the action). This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
27 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how Rose’s and Charlie’s reactions to the 
piano music are different in “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (Rose notices the piano but Charlie does’nt). The 
response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“I 
was so caught up in the action.” Charlie said and “I love the song” Rose said). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
 
27 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how Rose’s and Charlie’s reactions to the piano 
music are different in “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (Rose was listaning to the music and Charlie was not);
however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“I was so caught up in the 
action, I didn’t pay any attention to anything else.” shows me he did not care about the music). This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 5 Additional
 
27 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how Rose’s and Charlie’s reactions to the piano 
music are different in “Excerpt from Wheels of Change” (Charlie was caught up in the action and Rose was 
caught up in the piano); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support 
as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 6
 
27 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (Charlie was not looking at the piano, 
he just liked the actions). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how Rose’s 
and Charlie’s reactions to the piano music are different in “Excerpt from Wheels of Change.” This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
 
27 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Rose and charlies reactions are diffrent 
becuase  Rose new it was a women playing the piano and charlie did not know it was a women). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 8 Additional
 
27 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response is totally inaccurate (Rose likes it with no sound and charlie likes it with music.In the text it said 
“Do you think it would be anywhere near exciting with no sound. Another reason is “Are you crazy charlie 
says.” I can infer they have different opinions). 
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 EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
28 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
It is important for the Gambel’s quail to lay so many eggs to guarantee there is a next generation of Gambel’s quail. 
The text states, “By laying lots of eggs, adult quails increase the chances that at least some of their young will grow 
up.” These birds have a lot of predators, and the babies are easy prey. Laying more eggs is beneficial because “only 
a few chicks will survive to be adults.” 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
28 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the Gambel’s quail lays so many eggs 
according to the article “How Birds Beat the Odds” (so that the predetors dont kill every single baby). The 
response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt 
(“by laying lots of eggs, adult quails increase the chances that at least some of their young will grow up to lay 
eggs themselves.” and “this means that only only a few chicks will survive.”). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2 Additional
 
28 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the Gambel’s quail lays so many eggs 
according to the article “How Birds Beat the Odds” (because it will increase the chance of the birds surviving to 
have another generation of chicks). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text 
for support as required by the prompt (“These birds are a favorite prey of desert hunters” and “By laying lots 
of eggs,adult quails increace the chance that at least some of their young will grow up to lay eggs themselves”).
This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
28 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the Gambel’s quail lays so many eggs 
according to the article “How Birds Beat the Odds” (because there is a higher chance of the birds to become 
adults). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by 
the prompt (those birds are favorite snacks to predators and it gives them a higher chance to become adults and 
lay thei own eggs). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
 
28 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the Gambel’s quail lays so many eggs 
according to the article “How Birds Beat the Odds” (because some of the chicks get eaten whitch leaves only 
a few of them surviving); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (By
laying a lot of eggs adult quails have a bigger chance of having some of their young grow up and lay more eggs).
This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 5 Additional
 
28 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the Gambel’s quail lays so many eggs 
according to the article “How Birds Beat the Odds” (because Predators can eat the eggs); however, the response 
does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes 
a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 6
 
28 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (they will not all survive because they’re 
favorite prey in the deserts is hunters, And cats, and other birds, and snakes). The response does not provide a 
valid inference from the text to explain why the Gambel’s quail lays so many eggs according to the article “How 
Birds Beat the Odds.” This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 7
 
28 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (They lay alot of eggs because a few hours 
after they hatch they are on there own). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 8 Additional
 
28 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (It lays so many eggs because they live in 
the “deserts of the American Southwest.” And because they want them to have baby to). 
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 EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
29 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
The heading “Try, Try Again,” relates to the information in paragraphs 4 and 5 because these paragraphs are about 
how American robins have to make many different attempts in order to increase their chances of successfully 
hatching babies. Robins lay “two to four batches of eggs over the summer” and they build “several nests in a 
season” to make it as likely as possible that “at least one clutch will survive to become adult robins.” 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
29 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the heading “Try, Try Again” relates to the 
information in paragraphs 4 and 5 in “How Birds Beat the Odds” (the heading “Try, Try Again is related to the 
eggs). The response includes evidence of analysis and provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the 
text for support as required by the prompt (Robins build cup-shaped nest which makes it easy for predatons to 
riad and Robins build multiple nest so it will be more likley for one clutch to survive. This makes me think of how 
hards Birds have to work). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2 Additional
 
29 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the heading “Try, Try Again” relates to 
the information in paragraphs 4 and 5 in “How Birds Beat the Odds” (it shows that robins try to get at least one 
cluch of their eggs to survive predators). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the 
text for support as required by the prompt (“Robins build cup-shaped nests that hungry predators can easily 
raid.” and “Building several nests in a season instead of just one makes it more likely that at least one cluch 
will survive to become adult robins.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
29 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the heading “Try, Try Again” relates to 
the information in paragraphs 4 and 5 in “How Birds Beat the Odds” (it talks about how many nest’s it makes).
The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt 
(Building 7 nest’s in a season , make most likley one cluth will live and robin lays alot of eggs but not at the same 
time and it raise 4 bacthes). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 4
 
29 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the heading “Try, Try Again” relates to the 
information in paragraphs 4 and 5 in “How Birds Beat the Odds” (because the parent robins can keep on trying 
to keep the offspring safe); however, the response provides only provides one concrete detail from the text for 
support (robins build cup shaped nests and keep trying to make it better because snskes and racoons can easily 
raid). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 5 Additional
 
29 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (the adult robin builds several nests and by building several nests in a season some eggs will grow up 
to be adult robins); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the 
heading “Try, Try Again” relates to the information in paragraphs 4 and 5 in “How Birds Beat the Odds.” This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
 
29 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (it is talking about Amercains Robins 
that building their nests and more). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how 
the heading “Try, Try Again” relates to the information in paragraphs 4 and 5 in “How Birds Beat the Odds.” 
This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 7
 
29 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Try try Again relate to the story title 
because its almost like there teaching the birds how to survie in the wild so when the become big they can and 
also they want the birds to try and try again tobe able to fly to). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 8 Additional
 
29 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (because the birds  building nest). 
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
 
30 

Possible Exemplary Response: 
Communication is important to meerkats because it helps them survive. They use communication to warn each 
other of danger. If an eagle is flying overhead, a lookout will give a high-pitched call to warn the others that there
is danger in the air. Meerkats have different types of calls that warn the others of danger and might tell where the
danger is coming from. For example, a scientist from the research team explains that there are different calls for 
danger in the air and danger on the ground. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 2-point holistic rubric. 
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GUIDE PAPER 1
 
30 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why communication is important to meerkats 
based on the article “Meerkat Chat” (because it lets the rest of the family or group know that danger is near).
The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt 
(one meerkat called a lookout squeaks that danger is lurking close by and everyone runs to the safety of their 
burrow and when a youngster is exploring and sees danger he sqeaks a danger call and his family runs to come 
help him). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 2 Additional
 
30 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why communication is important to meerkats 
based on the article “Meerkat Chat” (because if danger is coming or if someone is in danger it will keep them 
alive). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (‘‘ A lookout gives a high pitched call and everyone runs for the burrows’’ and ‘‘ Another key to survivle 
out in the world or within the family is communication’’). This response includes complete sentences where 
errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 3
 
30 

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why communication is important to meerkats 
based on the article “Meerkat Chat” (becaus it tells the mob if there danger). The response provides a sufficient 
number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“A near by gosthawk can easily 
swop down and habs the furry pup in its orange claws but it lets a call saying danger,dange witch wakes a whole 
mob and the hawk runs away and finding out that these calls are mostly ways of saying there danger). This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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 GUIDE PAPER 4 

30 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why communication is important to meerkats 
based on the article “Meerkat Chat” (because it help the little meerkat be safe); however, the response provides 
only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (a meerkat saw a hawk in the air and it commnecated 
to the other meerkat [...] the meerkat said “danger in the air.”). This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 5 Additional
 
30 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why communication is important to meerkats 
based on the article “Meerkat Chat” (because it keeps them away from danger or safe); however, the response 
does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
 
30 

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points) 

This response provides some concrete details from the text for support (danger lurks everywhere in the kalahari 
desert of south africa and Meer kats have more than 30 different calls or vocalizations. these are different 
things they want to say’’); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain why 
communication is important to meerkats based on the article “Meerkat Chat.” This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 7
 
30 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The communication important to meerkats 
because if you do not communication with someome no one will know what you are saying). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 8 Additional
 
30 

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points) 

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Communication is importun to meerkuts 
because it is there home And they dont want to Leve it. It also importan to meerkat because there is a lot of food 
there they can Live the they can hunt overe there they can do alot of stuff there). 
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Possible Exemplary Response: 
In “Meerkat Chat” and “How Birds Beat the Odds,” one problem meerkats and birds share is survival. Both 
creatures experience threats from predators like hawks, raccoons, snakes, and cats making survival a constant 
struggle. Meerkats try to solve the problem of surviving by using communication. When a threat is spotted, they 
use different sounds to alert other meerkats in their mob where the threat is located. Birds also use strategies to 
avoid predators. Robins, for example, lay many eggs in several nests at different times during the summer in the 
hopes that at least one clutch will survive. Quail chicks are born able to run from predators, but the adult still 
has to lay 10-12 eggs at a time because they “are a favorite prey of desert hunters.” Paragraph 3 states “only a 
few chicks will survive to be adults” and laying more eggs will “increase the chances that at least some of their 
young will grow up to lay eggs themselves.” Yet another bird, the Gila woodpecker, builds its nest in places most 
predators don’t want to go: inside the saguaro cactus which has sharp spines. To conclude, birds and meerkats 
both have to protect their families from predators, but they use different methods to keep their babies safe. 

Possible Details to Include: 
•	 Other relevant text-based details 

Score Points: 
Apply 4-point holistic rubric. 



  GUIDE PAPER 1a
 
31 
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GUIDE PAPER 1b
 
Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)
 

This response clearly introduces the topic in a manner that follows logically from the task and purpose (In both 
“How Birs Beat the Odds” and “Meerkat Chat” the articles talk about dangers meerkats and birds face). The 
response demonstrates insightful comprehension and analysis of the texts (In “How Birds Beat the Odds” the 
birds need to make sure that their young grow up and lay more eggs to continue a life cycle. The birds make sure 
that this happens by protecting their young in different ways and In “Meerkat Chat,” the same problem happens: 
The meerkats have to survive. They do this by calling on more meerkats when a predator is threatening to take 
a meerkat. This intimidates the predator away). The response develops the topic with relevant, well-chosen 
details from the texts, and sustains the use of varied, relevant evidence (The Gila woodpecker pecks a hole in 
a giant saguaro cactus where she lays her eggs. This protects the babies because the predators don’t want to 
risk being pricked; American robins make 2 to 4 nests in which they lay several eggs. predators like snakes 
or other animals can easily reach the nests, but since the robin built more that one nest in the season, it’s 
more likely that at least one nest will survive; when a small meerkat explores the habitat, and then a goshawk 
appears. The meerkat responds by calling for its family and the goshawk flies away; when a hawk flies above the 
meerkats territory. A whole mob of meerkats come to reinforcethe base, and the hawk goes away). The response 
exhibits clear, purposeful organization, skillfully linking ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (In 
both, One example, Another example, but since, This is how). The response uses grade-appropriate, stylistically 
sophisticated language and domain-specific vocabulary (dangers meerkats and birds face, to continue a life 
cycle, protecting their young, predator is threatening, intimidates). The response provides a concluding statement 
that follows from the topic and information presented (This is how meerkats and birds in “Meerkat Chat” and 
“How Birds Beat the Odds” solve their problems). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of 
conventions, with few errors (in the season, capitalization, punctuation). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 2a Additional
 
31 
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  GUIDE PAPER 2b Additional
 
31 
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GUIDE PAPER 2c Additional
 
Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)
 

This response clearly introduces the topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (“How Birds 
Beat The Odds” and “Meerkat Chat” Both have one problem. keep reading to figure out what this problem 
is, and how they try to solve it). The response demonstrates insightful comprehension and analysis of the texts 
(The problem that Birds and Meerkats share is that they both have predators that want to eat them; This shows 
that birds have a lot of predators; This shows that Meerkats also have a predator; Birds and Meerkats try to 
solve this problem by making more nests and calling for help; This shows that if they build more nests, more 
chicks will survive; This shows that by making calls their family could protect them from any harm). The 
response develops the topic with relevant, well-chosen details from the texts, and sustains the use of varied, 
relevant evidence (“These birds are a favorite prey of desert hunters like bobcats, snakes and hawks.”; “A 
nearby goshawk eyes the Meerkat and launches into flight.”; “Building several nests in a season instead of just 
once makes it more likely that atleast one klutch will survive to become adult robins.”; He squeals “danger, 
danger into the air. The urgent call alerts his family, which runs to his rescue”). The response exhibits clear, 
purposeful organization. The response links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (Both, This shows 
that, In “Meerkat chat” it says, In conclusion). The response uses grade-appropriate precise language and 
domain-specific vocabulary (predators, try to solve the problem, calling for help, survive, protect them from any 
harm). The response provides a concluding statement that follows from the topic and information presented (In 
conclusion Both passages have a problem and both animals find a solution). The response demonstrates grade-
appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (capitalization and punctuation). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 3a
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GUIDE PAPER 3b
 
Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)
 

This response clearly introduces the topic in a manner that follows logically from the task and purpose (In 
“How Birds Beat the Odds” and “Meercat Chat” they both deal with enimies who try to eat them and their 
young). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate comprehension and analysis of the texts (This shows they 
both are hunted and their young are too; Birds and Meercats solve the problem by doing different things; This 
shows they can solve their problems in different ways). The response develops the topic with relevant well-
chosen details from the texts and sustains the use of varied, relevant evidence (Parent birds have to keep their 
eggs safe from predators, shelter the chicks from weather; and find enough food for all those hungry mouths; 
“As Meercats know, danger lurks everywhere in the Kalahari Desert of South Africa; they increase their egg 
giving them a better chance of surviving; they call family to help and protect them). The response exhibits 
clear organization, linking ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (In “How Birds Beat the Odds”, 
both, In “Meercat Chat” it says, This shows). The response uses grade-appropriate, stylistically sophisticated 
language and domain-specific vocabulary (deal with enemies, both are hunted and their young are too, better 
chance of surviving, to help and protect them, solve their problems). The response does not provide a concluding 
statement. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (enimies, 
capitalization, punctuation). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 4a
 
31 
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GUIDE PAPER 4b
 
31 

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points) 

This response clearly introduces the topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (I read the articles 
“How Birds Beat the Odds” by Charles C. Hofer and “Meerkat Chat” by Karen de Seve. In “How Birds Beat the 
Odds” and “Meerkat Chat” there is one problem that birds and meerkats share. Birds and meerkats solve this 
problem). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate comprehension and analysis of the texts (One problem 
is that birds and meerkats share is preditors; This meas how preditors are a problem to birds and meerkats; 
Some birds can hide their chicks in a cactus; Meerkats call their family to protect them; This show how they 
solve this problem). The response develops the topic with relevant, well-chosen details from the texts, sustaining 
the use of varied, relevant evidence (“These birds are a favorite prey of desert hunters like bobcats, snakes, 
and hawks.”; “A nearby ghosthawk eyes the meerkat and launches into flight. It can easily swoop down and 
nab the furry pup in it orange claws.”; “This woodpecker drills a hole in the cactus, where she lays about six 
eggs.”; “The urgent call alerts his family, witch runs to his rescue.”). The response exhibits clear, purposeful 
organization, skillfully linking ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (In, One problem, A detail is, 
Another detail is, This means, In the articles, This shows). The response uses grade-appropriate precise language 
and domain-specific vocabulary (hide their chicks, protect, interesting). The response provides a concluding 
statement that follows from the topic and information presented (In the articles “How Birds Beat the Odds” by 
Charles C. Hofer and “Meerkat Chat” by Karen de Seven is how these animals solve a problem. This shows how 
there is one problem for the birds and meerkats. That is very interesting!). The response demonstrates grade-
appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (One problem 
is that birds and meerkats share is, preditors, it orange claws, This meas how, witch, Karen de Seven, In the 
articles […] is how). 
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GUIDE PAPER 5 Additional
 
31 

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points) 

This response clearly introduces the topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (In both stories 
“How Birds Beat the Odds” and “Meerkat Chat” there is one similar problem. The problem both animals have
is, too many animals hunt them). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate comprehension and analysis of 
the texts (The birds solve their problems by laying many eggs so at least some will survive and Meerkats solve 
their problem by communicating with each other. When they are in danger one of the meerkats tell the others to
hide). The response develops the topic with relevant details from the texts, sustaining the use of relevant evidence,
with some lack of variety (bobcats, snakes, and hawks hunt Gambel’s quail; snakes and racoons hunt American 
robins; eagles, wild cats and more hunt the meerksts). The response exhibits clear organization, linking ideas 
using grade-appropriate words and phrases (In both stories, The problem both animals have is, In, This is how).
The response uses grade-appropriate precise language and domain-specific vocabulary (similar, too many, at least 
some, communicating). The response provides a concluding statement that follows from the topic and information 
presented (This is how both animals from “How Birds Beat the Odds” and “Meerkats Chat” solve their problem).
The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 6a
 
31 
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GUIDE PAPER 6b
 
31 

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points) 

This response clearly introduces the topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The why how 
“Birds beat the odds” and “meerkat chat” are simler is that they both share a simler problem that problem is 
they both need to try and stay alive). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (like the 
quals the qual has to lay a lot of eggs becuse of pretiters if they didn’t they would have a chance of ceting all 
eaten and every mearcat was there so if it went down it could have goten attacked becuse all of the mearcats 
coming over and charging at it). The response develops the topic with relevant details from the texts (They 
lay a lot thoe so they most likley wont get eaten by bobcats snaks or hawks and the meercats almost get eaten 
by the hawk and could of killed one of them but won saw it and started skueling so the other mearcats would 
come over and the hawk wouldn’t be able to swope down). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, 
and inconsistently links ideas using words and phrases (both share, both need, so, Just like in the story, That is 
how the story). The response uses grade-appropriate precise language and domain-specific vocabulary (share 
a simler problem, stay alive, pretiters, attacked, charging at it). The response provides a concluding statement 
that follows from the topic and information presented (That is how the story “How birds beat the odds” and 
“Meerkat chat” are simler on how they both have to surive). The response demonstrates emerging command 
of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (The why how, simler, quals, pretiters, thae, 
wont, get eaten, could of killed, but won saw, started skueling, swope down, mearcat, goten attacked, surive, 
capitalization, punctuation). 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
 
31 

Score Point 2 (out of 4 points) 

This response clearly introduces the topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (In “How Birds 
Beat the odds” and“MeerCat Chat” they both share the problem of having to stay away from preditors). The 
response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (thy bothhave alot of family members to keep one and 
another safe from preditors). The response partially develops the topic of the essay with some textual evidence 
(the birds have tobe protected afrom bobcats,snakes,and hawks and the meercats try to keeps safe from their 
preditors which are eagles) and uses relevant evidence with inconsistency (The MeerCats stands over their 
home and birds stay close to eachother). The response exhibits some attempt at organization. The response links 
ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (I know this beacuse in the story, which, also, This shows how, 
and). The response uses grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary (both share the problem, 
preditors, protected, family members). The response provides a concluding statement that follows from the topic 
and information presented (This shows how the animals stay safe and what problems they were having). The 
response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension 
(MeerCat, preditors, beacuse, thy, keep one and another safe, capitalization, spacing). 
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GUIDE PAPER 8 Additional
 
31 

Score Point 2 (out of 4 points) 

This response clearly introduces the topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The problem 
that the birds and meerkats share is there predators always trying to eat them; the way that birds get predators 
away is; The way meerkats get predators away is). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the 
texts. The response partially develops the topic of the essay with some textual evidence (they hide there nest 
so the pedators wont eat the birds and they call there mob so the predator would get scared and run away).
The response exhibits some attempt at organization. The response lacks the use of linking words and phrases 
(the way and so). The response inconsistently uses appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary (get 
predators away and run). The response does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates 
emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (there predators always 
trying, hide there nest, wont, capitalization, changing tenses). 
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GUIDE PAPER 9
 
31 

Score Point 2 (out of 4 points) 

This response introduces the topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Their problem 
is and they solve this problem by). The response demonstrates little understanding of the texts (Their problem 
is trying to survive; they solve this problem by […] live birth; they make sure to keep thier young away from 
preadetors; Gambels young are in mobs to survive). The response demonstrates an attempt to use evidence, 
but only develops ideas with minimal, occasional evidence (they solve this problem by laying eggs and birds 
hide there babies). The response exhibits little attempt at organization. The response inconsistently links ideas 
using words and phrases (by, or, and, They both). The response uses grade-appropriate precise language and 
domain-specific vocabulary (survive, laying eggs, young, preadetors, mobs). The response does not provide a 
concluding statement. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that 
may hinder comprehension (by laying eggs or live birth, lookin out, thier, preadetors, young are in mobs, 
spacing, punctuation). 
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GUIDE PAPER 10
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Score Point 1 (out of 4 points) 

This response introduces the topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Each bird has 
a problem, it is to protect their eggs). The response demonstrates little understanding of the texts (They have to 
protect their eggs from animals and other danger; In “Meerkat Chat,” there are at least 20 birds in a nest; they 
can call the other birds by going “tweet tweet” for protection). The response demonstrates an attempt to use 
evidence, but only develops ideas with minimal, occasional evidence which is generally invalid (“How Birds 
Beat the Odds,” protect eggs by hiding nests or in giant Saguaro cactie; In “Meerkat Chat,” there are at least 20 
birds in a nest; they can call the other birds by going “tweet tweet” for protection). The response exhibits some 
attempt at organization. The response lacks the use of linking words and phrases (so and because). The response 
inconsistently uses appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary (adventure alone and going “tweet 
tweet”). The response does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates emerging command 
of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (“How Birds Beat the Odds,” protect eggs; or 
in giant Saguaro cactie; they can adventure; a run-on sentence). 
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GUIDE PAPER 11 Additional
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Score Point 1 (out of 4 points) 

This response introduces the topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (one problem 
how there the same is and how they try to slove the problem is by). The response demonstrates little understanding 
of the texts (they have to protect there babys from getting hert and how they try to slove the problem is by tryin 
g to keep there babies safe). The response demonstrates an attempt to use evidence, but only develops ideas with 
minimal, occasional evidence (tryin g to keep there babies safe by hideing). The response exhibits little attempt 
at organization, and lacks the use of linking words and phrases. The response inconsistently uses appropriate 
language and domain-specific vocabulary. The response does not provide a concluding statement. The response 
demonstrates a lack of command of conventions, with frequent errors (how there the same, babys, hert, slove, 
tryin g, hideing, capitalization). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 12
 
31 

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points) 

This response introduces the topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (they are danger 
of uthr animals). The response demonstrates little understanding of the text (they jut solve it). No evidence is 
provided. The response exhibits no evidence of organization and no use of linking words and phrases. The 
response uses language that is imprecise for the texts and task. The response does not provide a concluding 
statement. The response is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable. 
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  GUIDE PAPER 13
 
31 

Score Point 0 (out of 4 points) 

This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the texts (They both have to hunt for food so they go out 
and hunt. They’re both birds that need food to live abird cannot live without food. They also need water to live. 
So I think thats what they share). 
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  GUIDE PAPER 14 Additional
 
31 

Score Point 0 (out of 4 points) 

This response is totally copied from the text with no original student writing (grow up to  lay eggs themselves 
one clutch will survive to become adult robins. mouths). 
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